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Modern content creation
And problems it brings



Demands are rising

◦ Clients expect pages that are rich and 
complex in structure

◦ Great looking
◦ Packed with multimedia
◦ With different layout strategies
◦ Fancy interaction/behaviors are a bonus 

(parallax, sliders, animations, etc)



◦ Scrollytelling
◦ Horizontal scrolling
◦ Typographic hero image
◦ Crazy and oversized typography
◦ Neo-brutalism design
◦ Memphis design

Design trends are all over the place

Source:
https://en.99designs.ch/blog/trends/web-design-trends/,

https://elementor.com/blog/web-design-trends/,
https://webflow.com/blog/web-design-trends-2022





◦ How about empowering the clients 
to build this kind of websites

◦ All this demands push complexity 
of solutions which then drives cost 
of project up.

Let’s rise up the stakes



◦ Sticking just with content types and 
fields will not work

◦ Traditional paragraphs types field 
composition approach is not 
enough - you get the basic content 
units for building the content 
structure but what about the rest?

Drupal and Paragraphs usual approach



From D8.x release Paragraphs brings 
a lot of additional features and 
patterns.

There is still a lot of work, but great 
things are already possible.

But Paragraphs can do much more



What great things you may ask?



unicef.ch



simpla.ch



psi.ch



tanzwerk101.ch



◦ Content building tools and 
workflows are standardized 
among all projects (faster delivery, 
lower costs)

◦ Combination of all tools gives 
clients unlimited possibilities - only 
their creativity is the limit

Not so bad :)



Paragraphs improvements
From 8.x



8.x version added a number of improvements

◦ New paragraphs widget with 
actions

◦ Powerful plugin system to attach 
behaviors to paragraph types

◦ Paragraphs library



◦ New add mode: Modal dialog
◦ Actions: Duplicate, Collapse / Edit 

all, Add above
◦ Improved summary information
◦ Drag & drop with parent/child 

support

1. New paragraphs widget





Drag and drop



Modal dialog for adding paragraphs



◦ Not yet fully ready for Claro
◦ Drag&drop is buggy in some situations
◦ Async multilingual - possible but not yet 

fully supported (ddo#2904705)
◦ Get in touch with us if you want to help

Some problems



8.x version added a number of improvements

1. New paragraphs widget with 
actions

2. Powerful plugin system to attach 
behaviors to paragraph types

3. Paragraphs library



Paragraphs core adds behavior base 
implementation.
Separate contrib module 
paragraphs_collection provides:
◦ Grids
◦ Style
◦ Lockable
◦ Language

2. Plugins - paragraphs_collection



◦ A lot of examples of styles and layout.
◦ New plugins examples: Accordion, 

Anchor, Background, Slider.
◦ Excellent learning source and 

demonstration of capabilities.

2. Submodule paragraphs_collection_demo



2. Layout and styles plugin overview



Enable plugins on paragraph types



Then use them in your paragraphs



The result



8.x version added a number of improvements

1. New paragraphs widget with 
actions

2. Powerful plugin system to attach 
behaviors to paragraph types

3. Paragraphs library



◦ Paragraph instances are not 
reusable

◦ Use library feature to convert 
paragraph instance to library 
which is then reusable

◦ Detach paragraph from library - 
basic template support

3. Paragraph libraries



Enable library before using it



Library overview and adding from library



Creating a new layout plugin 
instance



Define a layout plugin instance



Add a library definition



Add related CSS



Enable the new layout instance



Let’s use it



Creating a new style plugin instance



Create a style group and style instances



Similar to layout, define a library, the 
CSS file you need to load when this 
style is used and actual CSS rules.

Add a style library definition and related CSS



Enable the styles and attach it to link type



And you are good to go



Creating a new plugin



Example from paragraphs_collection_demo 





Again enable it on par. type and use it



You can enable paragraphs on any 
entity that support fields. Common 
use cases are:
◦ Block
◦ Taxonomy

You are not just limited to content types



Other options and additions
For content building



There are other expansions or diff approaches

◦ Layout Paragraphs contrib
https://www.drupal.org/project/layout_paragraphs

◦ Bootstrap paragraphs
https://www.drupal.org/project/bootstrap_paragraphs

◦ Core Layout Builder
▫ It can do async translation but 

synchronous translation needs 
additional modules, patches and 
workarounds.



What can we improve
A lot of stuff….



What can we improve

◦ Support layout modifiers
◦ Move paragraphs_collection 

experimental module to paragraphs
◦ Improve template system - make it 

more easier for using it
◦ Standardize basic paragraph types



Conversion plugin lives as a patch for 
now on

https://www.drupal.org/node/3043559

Finish Conversion plugin



Internal Conversion plugin example



Add modal dialog improvements

Possible solution



◦ With a help of drupal/block_field 
contrib module we can easily embed 
blocks including Views blocks.

◦ Offer override of embedded View 
block.

◦ Maybe a new contrib module for this.

Embed Blocks and Views



Internal example



◦ Current editor works fine but there 
are some limitations.

◦ Biggest problem is it is slow for huge 
pages.

◦ Some discussion but no real progress 
/ also Drupal decoupled backend 
initiative could help.

Decoupled backend editor UI



The system is already great, but we 
could do much more!

Get in touch with us if you want to help.

Thank you.

So what can we improve?



◦ https://www.drupal.org/project/paragraphs
◦ https://www.drupal.org/project/paragraphs_coll

ection
◦ https://github.com/pivica/paragraphs-exercise

Resources



Questions


